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IMPROVING THE MANAGEMENT. OF AFRICAN ECONOMIESt SOME PROBLEMATIC AREAS

"■■''" - ■ '.

I. INTRODUCTION

1. As the African economic and social crisis

tenss:^ Ksr s-iS^ic-ffissLSst1 in terrasany other chino m,^ ,•„!,• , ^^ LUiar institution or economy or

r£p "L^s^f ssig ^:r^

-:'•-•■=zzxtz sirs sr

the Conference of Ministers at ftsai.h.h reS?ect^ely ai«» approved by
with .nanageaent of the Lrican ecL^es meetlng " 1982 "* Cd
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3, As the crisis and the different investigations into the action
taken with respect to the implementation or non-implementation of the
Plan have attested, the goals and objectives of the Plan are not beine
achieved 2/. Of course, it may be too early to ask for concrete results

with respect to .such objectives as the reduction of external dependence,
self-sufficiency irf ittod, development of high level skills including
entrepreneurial capacities, a meaningful linkage between industry and

ffSi uUre'^tC*"SinCe the Lagos Plan of Action was adopted only in
1980 about five years ago. However, it should not be too early'to
ask for results as far as the design of policies that: will lead to the
achievement of these goals and objectives are concerned. Thus, our aim
in this note is to famine some of those critical policy areas whose
continued neglect will, without doubt, delay, if not prevent, the
achievement of those goals and objectives.

4. In this connexion, we are concerned with what for want of a more
appropriate title, we have called "measures for fruitful and sustainable
collaboration and co-operation between the government and the other
decision-making units in the economy1\ effective mobilization and
utilization of financial resources, deepening knowledge of the natural
resource/raw material base of the economy, keeping wealth-general
resources intact and productive and the role of foreign resources in
the development and economic growth of Africa. The paper ends with
a concluding section.

l?™™* FRUITFUL *«» SUSTAINA2LE COLLABORATION AND CO-OPERATION
BETWEEN THE GOVERNMENT AND THE OTHER DECISION-MAKING UNITS IN THE
ECONOflY

5. The dominant role of modern governments in shaping and directing
the course of development and economic growth is no longer in doubt,
mis is true ooth for the centrally-planned economies and western
market economies including Japan. However, in view of the complex
nature pf the development process and the undeniable fact that even
in the most socialist-oriented economy, there are institutions other
than the government and its agencies which also take decisions with
respect to tne organization of production and the use of resources in

2/ See particularly?

(i) Evaluation of the Implementation of Regional Food Plan
..-■: for Africa, 1978-1984 and A Preliminary Assessment of

the Food and Agricultural Aspects of the Lacos Plan of
Action (E/ECA/CM.11/37);

(ii) Report on progress made in taking into account the objectives
and directives of the Lagos Plan of Action in the development
policies of African countries (E/ECA/CM.11/73).
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that production, it is impossible and inadvisable for the governments
to concentrate mainly on decisions in the public sector. It is impossible
because whatever happens in the public sector will affect the activities
of the other decision-making units.in the economy and such interaction
is usually responsible for the overall results for the entire economy.
It is inadvisable because it is inconceivable that governments on their
own can pursue successfully the achievement of the objectives of national
and collective self-reliance and of self-sustaining development and
economic growth without, for instance, the collaboration of the millions
of peasants whose decisions are crucial for the production of food and
the development of agriculture in general and of the other millions in
the urban informal sector whose economic role as effective employer is
very important. But more importantly, it is inconceivable that govern-

^V"1 "Wle-handedly pursue the objectives of providing basic needs,
reducing widespread poverty., unemployment and underemployment without

as th*J c?1U£o?*tlon of P^ivat- enterprises in, ndxed economy such
as that of all African countries.

!L Jneye5?re> in view of the complex nature of the development process
and the intimate involvement of decision-making institutions other than
the government and its agencies, governments will have to provide
mechanisms for involving these other decision-making units in the economy
not only m the implementation of decisions made by the governments
but even at the early stages when policies that lead to those decisions
are being formulated. Moreover, the fruitful and sustainable collaboration
and co-operation should be continuou3. Some of the fundamental elements
of such an environment are clear and sustained statements about:

. (i) the role of the private sector;
• (ii) public enterprisesj

(iii) government departments and other government institutions
in the development process;

(iv) continuous provision of inforaation about the state of
the economy as guide to decision-making and the role of
research and analysis; and

(v) development planning.

(a) The role of the private sector

lli* fsjndi?ated.above» every African country whatever its political
orientation is still,dominated by the private sector, that is, by agents,y the private sector, that is, by a

seiflinteL^ ^,i*8tributio* «*> «« 8uid«d first and foremost by
self-interest m the sense that th i

L^ ^,i * «« 8uid«d first and foremost b
rest m the sense that the main purpose of their being in

tSi"S iWsPr°1de 8°OdS °r S6rviceS fr- Which *■««« £2 is moretnan the inputs used m producing those goods and services can be derived
More importantly, there is the fact that such private enterprises not

„
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8. In the circumstances, it will be to the advantage of both sides,

government and private sector, if governments can be clear about their

conception of the role of the .private sector. ■ Moreovers once that

conception is clear, a statement that can be sustained and monitored

by both sides should be made by the government. Such statement will no

doubt include measures to enable the private sector to play its role

effectively.

(b) The role of public enterprises

9. Strictly speakings African economies are mixed economies. Thus,

in varying degrees, public business enterprises co-exist with private

enterprises. Unfortunately, however, a lot of unnecessary controversy

has been generated about the raison d'etre of public enterprises and the

efficiency of their operations particularly in contrast to those of
private enterprises.

10. Whatever prejudices one may have about governments' decisions to

be directly involved in the production and distribution of goods and

services which have traditionally been the preserve of private enter

prises especially in the market economies of the west including Japan,

there is no doubt that certain areas of development and economic

growth especially those that involve investments of long gestation

periods will not attract for a long time to come significant entre
preneurial initiatives from the indigenous private sector of some

countries of the region. Even now in some countries of the region,

the familiar areas of private sector activity remain dominated by

foreign private enterprises. Furthermore, there are numerous areas

which are crucial for structural transformation but do not respond
favourably to the expectations of private entrepreneurs. In such cases,

there are strong reasons for leaving them to public enterprises in the

interest of national advantage or regional realities.

11. However, that conclusion should not be construed to mean that public

enterprises should be exempt from the main criterion that should be used

to judge enterprises, namelys economic performance in the sense of ability
to organize 'wealth-producing resources' so as to obtain returns over

and above the inputs used in the production process, some of which are

used to increase the productive capacity of such organizations.

12. There are at least two very strong reasons for this. First, by its

very definition, a business enterprise is expected to produce goods and

services in such away that after delivering the goods satisfactorily,

it is expected to have the type of surplus that will enable it to be

self-sustaining at least in the long-run. Second, resources available

to public enterprises are pre-empted from use by the private sector.
Thus, if such resources are not used in a manner that the overall

resources available to the economy can be augmented, then the objectives

of self-sustainments equitable participation in the development process„

fulfilment of basic needs, elimination of debt, redressing balance of
payment disequilibria, etc. cannot be achieved. Therefore, African

governments in common with the governments of other developing countries

will have to be clear in their minds about the role of public enterprises.
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13.■ In general, when we discuss the issue of public enterprises as
against private.enterprises; our preoccupation is in fact with the word
enterprise' and tr.ere is no reason wny private, enterprises should

perform better than public enterprises. It is"true that governments may
sometimes want to use public enterprises to implement incone distribution
or employment policies. But this should not;be to the extent that fewer

and fewer resources will become available'to"the economy* Indeed, the
reason^Cot th* sxisuauce of n ousiness enterprise is thai: it supplies

economic goods and services not Only at prices that consumers can afford
but also at-prices that will''enable it to renew over time its wealth
producing resources. As Peter fr. Drucker, the world reriouned expert on
management said years agd, "To be sure, the business enterprise must
discharge its economic responsibility so as to strengthen society, and
in accordance with society's political and ethical beliefs. But these
are (to use the logician's term) accidental conditions limiting, modifying,
encouraging or retarding the economic activities of the business enterprise,

The essence of business enterprise, the vital principle that determines
its nature, is economic performance";!/' This applies to both private
and public business enterprises.

(c) Government departments and the achievement of the goals
and objectives of the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final
Act of Lagos

14. The acceptance by modern governments of the onerous task of defining
the goals and objectives of development and economic growth has enhanced
the role of the various government departments not enly tp-assist
government and their ministers to define goals and objectives but also '
to implement government decisions designed to diiect the course of the .
economy with a view to achieving those goals and objectives. The result

is that the efficiency with which such decisions are implemented determines
overall economic and au^al progress, im^. the speed with which the

Department of Conferee issues'trade licences* the quickness with which
the Central Bank authorizes the use of foreign exchange, the promptness
with which customs officers release goods can determine how soon

production can^start and delivery assured. Swiiarly. the ease with -
which.a bueir-eacnuT. can obtain industrial location authorization" will
determine how soon an industry can commence operations and more people
employed. More illustrations of this kind .can be given. But counting
numbers is not the objective of ths point being made here,, The main
purpose isto emphasize the need to reorient government departments to
the objectives and goals of development and economic growth and their
requirements.

1/ Feter F. Drucker, The Practice of Management, Pan Books Ltd.,
Caraye Place, London SW1O 9PG .p.. 18. -; /
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15. In this connexions there is need for the establishment of mechanisms

that will make such departments accountable for their behaviour. One

such mechanism is the adoption of the plannings programming^ and budgeting

system which will mandate the departments to establish work programmes

in relation to their goals and objectives and against which their

performance in a year can be evaluated. Thus, the efficiency of

departments or ministries such as industry, co:amerce, posts and

telecommunications departments or ministries and hence the allocation

of resources for their operations can be determined by the number of

industrial location permits issued as well as the volume of information

given to industrialists on viable projects, source of raw material etc. " [^

in a year, the number of import licences and trade licences issued,

information on alternative sources of importing particular commodities

provided to importers, and the number of clients attended to in the

sale of stamps, the number of letters registered or the number of

cahlegrammes, telegrammes and telexes sent in a year, respectively.

16. In recent years, the problem of accountability of public officials

has increasingly come to the fore. Planning, programming and budgeting

system can be effectively used to make officials account for what they

are doing.

^ The essence of continuous provision of information as basis

of decision-making and the role of research and analysis

17. Planning for development implies the identification of a set of

goals and objectives to be achieved within a particular period on the

basis of a set of measures to be applied. In this context, the need to

involve all relevant decision-making units in the economy and the

importance of making roles clear have been stressed at the beginning of

this paper. However^ if.-objectives and goals are to be identified and'1'

roles defined^ there is the imperative need for a continuous information

to be provided on the state and the functioning of the economy. Such '

information can only be ]obtained by a systematic analysis of the

situation of the economy. Indeed, if baser-line data are to be established

and some explanation-given an to uby such base-tl^t data are what they

are including the role of various institutions in such an outcome, then .

a critical and systematic analysis is indispensable. Such analysis should

be the responsibility of both the government and uhe other decision-making

units in the economy.

18. While the practice of planning and of the preparation of development

plans has been with us for.at least 2C years, it is fair to say that policy

formulation in Africa ahs seldom been based on the systematic research

and analysis cf existing situations partly because of the narrow conception

on the part of governments of the role of the other decision-making units

in the economy and the. limited scope of planning which at present is

limited to public investment only. The result is that very little use is

generally made of the resources of universities and research institutes

which governments have funded at great cost and the potential and
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capabilities for situation analysis and assessment in private sector

establishments such as" chamber of commerce, indigenous consultancy firms,
etc. For too long, the academic and practical worlds have coexisted in

an atmosphere of mutual suspicion. But as the African crisis deepens,

theory must now be merged with practice in a-mutually reinforcing way.
Governments must extend out and make use of the wealth of expertise in

the institutions. The institutions themselves must come out of their
ivory towers and make their input and output linkages more relevant to
the burning issues of the day. A period of self-education on the basic
principles of self-reliance and self-sustainment is obviously called
for as a prelude to changes in the structural and■ attitudinal bases of
research activities. This is essential if the institutions are to rise
to the immediate and long-term challenges of development.

19. For meaningful policy-making, there is a need for broad understanding
of the way the economy functions based on strong analytical work. This
is important particularly with respect to the role and activities not
only of the cluster of institutions within government responsible for
the allocation and utilisation of available resources, but also of the
individual public enterprise, the private sector enterprises, trade unions,
universities and other institutions of higher learning, research and
development establishments, professional associations, subregional
organizations and institutions, etc.

20. In this connexion, one could start" vith government departments whose
role and activities can be examined by the government itself or by the
universities, the trade unions, etc. Similarly, the role and activities
of the other decision-making units in the economy, namely, the universities,
trade unions, private enterprises, etc. in the development process can
be studied either by themselves or the government. There is no gainsaying
the fact that inspite of attempts (albeit piecemeal) at reform, many
important government ministries and departments such as ministries of

agriculture, industry, trade and commerce, labour and inland revenue
services have largely remained custodial and administrative. The rauqh-
hoped- for development - orientedness", which, in terms of self-reliance
and self-sustamment, implies, among other things, measures to internalize
the sources of factor inputs, the promotion of research and development
activities on alternative raw materials to enhance their multiplier effects
and promote intersectoral, spatial and other linkages has yet to materialize
in the majority of cases. To take the ministries of labour for example,
how many of these ministries do in addition to their traditional custodial
-unctions of overseeing worker welfare, trade union concerns and so on,
undertake studies or consider the impact of say the adoption of capital
or labour substituting technologies on employment? How often, for instance,
is the issue of licences by or the trade promotion programmes of the
ministries of commerce and trade subjected to a critical analysis within
the framework of self-reliance and self-sustainment?
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21. In conclusions to strengthen policy-making and decision-taking
particularly on goals and objectives, resources required and the roles
of different agents, there is need for continuous indepth analysis of
the existing situation including the roles of the agents of development
and economic growth whether in the public or the private sector. Such
analysis should involve government departments, institutions of higher
learning and research, trade unions and private.professional institutions.

<e) The essence of development planning including data
collection and analysis

22. Sincere 1960s, the preparation of development plans has been adopted
by allAfrican countries as a vehicle for the attainment of socio-economic
objectives. Unfortunately however, all available evidence shows that
such plans have in most cases been irrelevant to the performance of
African economies. While their external orientation has been judged
responsible for their failure, there, are other reasons. It is for
instance inconceivable Lhat blue prints, with virtually no physical,
research or analytical basis,, in the preparation of which large segments
o± society especially in the private and subsistence sectors have no say
which make ill-defined and in most cases unrealistic assumptions about
the depth of comprehension and executive capabilities of the various
agents of implementation and which in some cases depend on unpredictable
external sources for about 80 per cent of their financing, could ever ■
be implemented.

23. Yet, despite the observed failure of planning exercises in the past,
there is no denying the fact that "planning" as a process is an imperative
instrument for the attainment of goals and objectives. Its role has
become even more important within the context of self-reliance and self-
sustainment which themselves constitute the collective Kself-image" member
States have adopted for the future. The attainment of an ima^e is
synonymous with "willed action" which in turn means '^planning". The
relevant question then is how to make planning more effective.

24. The involvement of all agents of production and distribution, research
workers, entrepreneurs, investors, self-employed farmers, etc. in the
decision-making process right at the beginning of the planning exercise
is of fundamental importance. As already indicated, the restricted scope
or^government planning has made the involvement of other decision-making
units partial and ineffective. The total involvement which we are talking
about here is the one which should lead to the joint determination of the
right type of goods and services to be produced, what kind of agriculture,
what kind_of imports, technology, education, health programme, and so
on that will benefit the large majority and generate a broad-based *rowth
structure. Considerations of this nature will naturally enhance the
determination of who does what, when and where, what measures are to be
used to ensure compliance with agreed objectives. It should also ensure
the determination of the targets to be achieved and the indicators for
monitoring them.
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25. Planning and plan implementation along these lines-will naturally
have to be selective . an* flexible. They will have to focus more on
the solution of specific real, socio-economic problems which affect
specific groups and/or areas^ The practitioners and those affected
will therefore have to be closely integrated in both the decision-
making and in the implementation. The value of localized research thus
assumes considerable importance in the whole process.

26. Planning without facts has for good measure been a standing
criticism of African development planning. The new orientation demands
a much more expanded information base for decision-making. The emphasis
is no longer on foreign trade, and investment and lending terms so dear
to practitioners, but on data related to internal resources, conditions
and potentialities. Massive resource inventory programmes will have
rLSf d?Slgned a?d^Hnted- Information on demographic characteristics,
production capacities and patterns, entrepreneurial and managerial

^r^tf'v^1^!- and ™eWl°y™*t> household budgets and expenditures,
n-M« i ^ needed m a timely flow. And in the context of recurrent
«!iS- uand fjn~made calamities, information will also be needed to
establish early warning systems and for food and nutrition surveillance
SS'^f8 to monitor sudden shifts in foreign exchange earnings,
production bottlenecks, expected public revenue etc. will also become
lncreasmgly necessary.

27. The establishment of development monitoring services has been a ;
unf^rf /^ ln recoira?endacions ^r an improved information base but
unfortunately to no avail. Its immediate realization is an imperative

«l££T?r 71 the C°-°rdi-tion of #» collection or information
_^J tV6lopm?nJt "eluding,, in addition to those we have already
enumerated changes induce* by new technologies, popular participation
and the interrelationships between economic, social, technical and
environmental factors are to be effective. !

d C?at? ^uest£ons mi8ht naturally be raised regarding the
}? implementing these requirements within existing resources

constraints. A selective approach can be adopted. Greater use can

^^*^ °f £l?f0^ed Sample surve^s tc G«iie<* important'
prior1^ P°Ucy issues- Statistical priorities

rporated m devlt l iadPn,«S 8S* ^orporated in development plans in order to ensure
of 1^resou5ce avocation. Greater use will also have to be made
of administrate sources f information as weU ag ^ infotmation

of universities and research institutions.
tho A- .r ■ c°Bimi.ttees can enhance the relationship between

the StherT™ ^ ^ one"hand' and data -analysts and users on

to'beDimnrnv!fSSt?? faciUti?8 a"d other supporting resources will have
to oe inoroved^ This is particularly important in overcoming existing

m the production of data. There should also be
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30. Established planning practice pays only lip service to the need

to improve the links between planning, budgeting and evaluation despite
the widespread recognition that these links are essential for effective
plan implementation. Multi-year programmes are rarely integrated with
multi-year budgets. Plans have generally been a collection of desirable
things to be done with little attention paid to the availability of
wealth producing resources' and the financial needs^of various plan

components. Rare also are the establishment of goals and objectives

for the following plan period and the determination of resources for
that period based on critical reviews and evaluation of performance of
current plans. Consistent evaluation provides feedback for planners :
and policy-makers and is a necessary process to ensure the right
ordering of priorities as. well as cost-effectiveness. ; '

3i\, I?Jbiki?8 about finaQcial Planning and budgeting, the authors of
th World Bank s World Development Report, 1983 said inter alia that
while planning agencies have often been preoccupied witn the allocation
of national resources, they tend to pay too little attention to the
availability of these resources and the financing needs of different

tierSk°7 8°vernment and of State-owned enterprises. Examples abound
of public expenditure being out of control because the central authorities
have not^been aware of the spending programmes of different public
agencies 1/. We should like to add that cases abound of projects running
into difficulties of implementation because planners and those who
prepared the projects have not bothered about the availability of the
required high level skills and raw materials and their possible sources.
Yet, the plans talk about self-relaince and self-sustainment. The
following sections of this paper take up these issues including that
of mobilization and utilization of financial resources.

32. In sum, the foregoing have stressed the need for the government to
involve all the decision-making units in the economy both in the

implementation of plans and in the formulation of the policies that
underlie such plans and to provide a congenial environment for the
sustamability of such collaboration and co-operation. '

33. Towards this objective it is recommended that:

(a) At the national level

(i) All African governments should make clear and sustainable
statements on the role of the private sector, public

enterprises, government departments, trade unions and
other government institutions particularly universities
and research institutes in the development process;

1/ World Bank, World Development Report 1983, op.cit. pages 70-71.
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(ii) Where it does not exist, governments should establish
a mechanise for involving all the other decision-making
ur.i^ iu uie economy ootn m the implemetnation of

' development plans and in tha formulation of the policies
that underlie such plans

(iii) To enable realistic policies to be taken including
aiia-_-i.n^ ci -espor-eioi).iiias .auoug 'che agents, continuous

information or. the Jtatus and functioning of the economy
based or, resnsrch and analysis conducted by all the
parties involved should be provided;

*ivV P"u^ic enterprises should .'be made to operate as enter-
prices, that is, organizers of wealth-producing resources
with a view to providing'goods and services at prices
affordable by those who purchase the goods and services
andtri'th enough surplus to enable it to constantly renew
its production capacity;

(v) Since1 -planning is ah integral part of a "willed future" "
plan, the exercise should involve all the agents and'
based on statistical data and other information derived
particularly from rcicro. studies. . Moreover, such involvement
of all agents should lead to determination of concrete
targets to Ki achieved by all and of the indicators for
their monitoring and evaluation.

0>) At.the subregional level

(1) Joint planning between and among countries should be
promoted;

(ii) Intergovernmental organizations such as ECOWAS, PTA, etc.
- should encourage and strengthen such joint planning

through izheir work ou project identification and
formulation and on cost-benefit analysis.

(c) At the regional level

, (i) BCA and CAU secretariats should intensify their efforts
to-assist member States to improve their research and
analytical and planning techniques;

■ (ii) They-and ID".P should intensify their activities in the
field of training;

(iii) ESAMI and CAFRAJ) and other development institutions ■-
should provide technical assistance to member States
in the field of development administration;

(iv) ECA, IDSP and aDB should expand activities in the field
of training in project identification and formulation
for the benefit of member States.
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^) Ac the international level

(i) Development institutions such as IBRD and the other

institutions in the UN system should intensify their

activities in national economic management to the

benefit of member States;

(ii) They should provide more fellowships in economic

planning aid national economic aumagfluent techniques

generally;

(iii) Bilateral aid donors should include in their packages

provisions for training in national policy analysis

and economic management.

III. EFFECTIVE MOBILIZATION AND UTILIZATION OF FINANCIAL RESOURCES

34. Much has been and continues to be said about the contribution of

natural calamities and of the hostile external environment to the on

going economic crisis in Africa. When all the facts are taken together

and dispassionately examined, there iis no doubt that these two sources

have both caused and intei;sified the crisis. However, when the problem

of balance-of-payments deficits in the role of external debt as well

as those of budget deficits are also dispassionately examinedv particularly

in the context ox: resource generation and uses there is also no doubt

that such problems antedate the on--going drought and the recent world

recession whose lingering rffects we are still feeling. Indeed* for

many years, many African countries have lived with budget deficits

and the associated defitict financing and inflation. Similarly, for

many years3 many African, countries have experienced serious balance-

of-payments deficico. xiieierore^ in discussing mobilization

and use of financial resouvces, there is need to isolate those elements

which are independent of natural calamities and of the recent recession

which are not beyond our power to control. Among such factors are

external debt accumulation *r*d servicing, tiv? prrbT^m of stagnating

exports* anccna^nsi im^crcc, and government revenue and expenditures,

and the mobilization of savings.

35. External debt accumulation and management is the subject of another

paper for this meetings there is also an ainple coverage of the mobilization

of savings in the ECA/ADB Economic Report on Africa 1985 If. We shall

not therefore dwell on these issues here. Our preoccupation will be

with measures for export promotions reduction of imports9 and improvement

of government revenue and expenditure.

If Sec report of the Regional Ministerial meeting on Africa's

External Indebtedness - E/ECA/CM/11/5, and ECA/ADB Economic Report on

Africa, 1985 pp. 12-25
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C»X Export promotion

?!; *n.discussln? th* present crisis, the growing protectionism of the
industrial countries especially of the west is frequently mentioned.
This is particularly so m the area of agricultural products and
manufactured goods. Unfortunately, while it is true that protectionist
measures including non-tatiff barriers have undoubtedly affected the
exports of the developing countries particularly the so called newly
industrializing countries, the very low level of industrialization of
African countries and the characteristics and orientation of Such
products make -such a charge difficult to sustain in the case of African
countries The fact is that not mairy African countries have actually

lTt *! ef°r5atxon of Austri! d Th
mairy African countries have actually

f! ef°r5atxon of Austria! goods. The trade figures attest
IL1 ? * clearly. Moreover, despite the weaknesses in the various
general preference systems adopted by the industrial countries, not
v^LffrvC3n funt^Tesh^e taken'advantage of them. Similarly, the
various Yaounde and Lome conventions have not led to any significant
improvement m the external trade of African countries.

trnff ?? C° th\a^ultural. sector, the same story obtains, tt
true tor instance, that the common agricultural policy of the EEC

llltT^ *£°™^ah}e °bStacle tO th t f i
g picy of the EEC

^ *£°™^ah}e °bStacle tO the export of some agricultural
particularly livestock and livestock-products. However it is

also true that there are provisions in the Lome conventions" which allow
free entry to over 90 per cent of our agricultural products. In the
same vein Stabex and Symin schemes have not led to any

"n"earnin8S I *NoTi-i-ai-i'Ff k-™* Z «©*.*^.Mj.tuI.<n aim mineral products.

«on tariff barriers are of course sometimes significant. But these are "
not enough to explain the situation. The problems of the drought are
not also enough to explain the Poor performance.- Indeed non-tariff
cnunir?!/? th*.dr°u8ht cannot explain why the Latin American and Asian
products a^*lflS? !CS? AfriC3n countries as le^ine exporters of such
Stabex Products, groundnuts and such other products covered by

38' ™Lr:r^!^ !!.^P^f-^-change rates, lack of incentives
expSTth 's 8eneral P°Or a8ricultu«i P°l-ieS havebeen adduced to
explain the sorry situation. There are also the problems of lack of

StesL;
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39.^ In view of the growing deterioration of our external transactions
it is imperative that measures should be taken to arrest the situation!
In this connexion, it is suggested that:

At the national level

(i) a critical analysis of the situation should be made with
a view to identifying the magnitude1of the problem and
the factors responsible;

' (ii) a committee comprising representatives of the public and
private sectors should; be established to examine the
possibilities of organizing market research in export
markets and to oversee continuously the quality of export
products.;

(iii) every African government should examine the feasibility
of using its embassies as agents of trade promotion and
implement the necessary measures immediately;

(iv) as part of the long-term measures to restructure African
economies, member Sr.ates should develop agricultural

and industrial products for exports.

At the regional level

40. ECA and OAU should develop the capacity to assist member States in
market research and organize training workshops to help member States
to build up their capacity in this area.

At the international level

(i) tiNCTAD and GATT should intensify their efforts to help
member States build up their trade promotion capability
including the organization of training workshops and the
award of fellowships;

(ii) the two organizations should continue their efforts to
■-■ get protectionist measures by the industrial countries

■ removed or reduced.

(b) : Control of imports

41. While export promotion will go a long way in contributing to the
improvement of the external transactions of African countries, reduction
of imports also has a major role to play. In talking about reduction
of imports, we are not advocating the reduction of the importation of
those strategic goods and services which are of crucial importance to
the development of African economies and which African countries are not
in a position to produce at present. Howevers even such goods and
services will have to be reduced and replaced by domestic production if
the objectives of self-reliance and self-sustainment are to be achieved
in the long-run.
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42. For tfheimomerit, improvements in the food and agriculture sector
through incireas^1 production in those products for which the region has
the necessary resources such as tropical fruits} tropical cereals,

tubers.and1pu}g^s'are'bburid t6 contribute to the improvement needed in
the external trade balance. Similarly, a gradual replacement of imported
industrial inputs with domestic inputs will also. help.

43. However, othej: areas where immediate gains could' be achieved are:

--■-:■ JA). replacement of /foreign consultancy services with
domestic ones; *":> . --''-.

r.diXH) jf;he localization of overseas professional qualifications?

■ r: '• .r- (iii) establishment of appropriate mechanisms, £c>r conducting :/
,;■;;;,.. correspondence education? !: ,- .. :

,,,(iv) improvement of education and training'facilities at'home:

(v) improvement of health services at home;, " '; ■'■■-':

. (vi) rationalization of overseas representation; J

Mi).rationalization' Of national participationin^international
: ''7'r- ■' - ■■■■ ■ .conferences arid meetings; ;-.,,.-,..,,: ,/;,J '''":'' \:'- '"h . .;

- r(viii) control of the prac-ticft of ^overinvpicing; of Import* and
»:'ji--: ".- ;■ underinvbicittg of exports; ■,.-.,. ., .'-..... ~''"''~)' '■ -'}-'J J-'-^^<

\ ! : (ix) , development of''mechanism^ for identifying aiternative ir; ■ -' ;
■ - :- ■•■ . ■ . - Spurces of supply; and - > ■--, \ ,.,"" '.', ' ''":"'" ' '""■ ;■ • i ; '■■:t-- ■•;■,.■;.:

■*■>..■ (x) |ointr, bulk, purchases by member:-States.,.. ' '"' ' :: ■■■* "■ -^■■ ■-■.:

(c) , Government t revenues arid ^expenditures ' --.r. ]

44. As, indicated earlier on; budget deficits are now a normal 'feature -
of African]^governments' domestic transactions. While a joV can be done
oiv;t(he,expenditure side to anelior^ate the situation, tUdte U also a lot
which can -fee done to it^'rove^ tine level af,; .revenue,. " ' '

45. First, there is need to increase the tax.tiase as well as the rates
in some cases. Second, there is need to review the policy of depreciation
allowances which instead of encouraging enterprises to reinvest in their
activities encourage them to transfer more out and recover their
original investments in a short time. Third, there is need to improve
the collection of income and other taxes. In this connection, it is
extraordinary to see tax officers sitting in their offices expecting

tax payers to bring their taxes. While coercive measures may be
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necessary to get people and institutions to pay their taxes, there is

the need to be positive and make tax officers more enterprising in their

duties. Thus, as indicated earlier in connection with the planning,

programming and budgeting system, establishing targets of revenue to

be collected in a year can be used as a criterion for allocating resources

to internal revenue services* Fourth, there,iscalso the need to deal

effectively with some of the lapses on the part of officials in collusion

with tax payers that allow governments to be deprived of revenue. Finally,

as already mentioned, it is time that public enterprises are made to

operate as enterprises so that they do not only become independent as

far as finance and financing are concerned, but can also contribute to

the revenue of tfce government.

46. At the beginning of this section, we indicated that a lot can also

be done from the expenditure side. Action in this important area should

include, among other things, measures to make people pay for such services

as education, health, water and road use. Utilities such*fes electricity,

other sources of fuel and energy and posts and telecommunications service?

should be made to pay ^r themselves. If the government wants to use
these services to implelfetit social objectives, then direct subsidies to

those affected can be given.

47. One other point which needs to be constantly borne in mind when

discussing the issue of revenue and expenditure is the unsustainable

policy of committing all resources to development and/or consun^tion,

purposes wftfenever thfere are 'windfalls' so to speak from export earnings.

Indeed, thd^practiee of planning to use all the foreign exchange earnings

from the export of petroleum and petroleum products, minerals and iidn-

minerii comnodities without consideration for the possibility of abrtspt

shdrt-»f£alls from such earnings has .been one of the major causes of the

present crisis. One gets the impression that the dynamics of commodity
markets and the associated boom and burst characteristics are often not

appreciated enough and no precautions are taken for a rainy day. The

insufficient attention to these characteristics is compounded by the

fact that there are all over.the world particularly in the industrial

countries of the west consultants and advisers who watch our reserves

grow and then immediately come up with turn key projects which later

turn out to be white elephants. To guard against this situation, more

care needs to be taken with respect to the use of resources both during
boom and burst periods but particularly during boom periods. Similarly,

we need to develop the skills and expertise to deal on equal footing -

with our consultants and advisers.
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IV. DEEPENING KNOWLEDGE OF THE NATURAL RESOURCE/RAW MATERIAL BASE

48. The orientation of the Lagos Plan of Action and of the Final Act

of Lagos is towards a complete restructuring of African economies parti

cularly in the sense of establishing firm and meaningful forward,

backward and lateral linkages between the sectors of the economy

especially between the industrial and the agricultural sectors and

the industrial and the mineral sectors respectively thus gradually
altering the composition of goods and services in favour of the basic
needs of the majority of the people.

49. The implications of such linkages are quite clear: the need to
have a thorough knowledge of the resourc s available in the
agricultural and mineral sectors as a sound basis for designing
meaningful industrial development strategies.

50. Other aspects of development and economic growth which also
reinforce the need for a thorough knowledge of the domestic natural
resource base are:

(i) the possibility of using such a knowledge to design a
manpower development programme; ■ '

(ii) the possibility of using it as basis for developing a
programme for the transfer and development of technology; and

(iii) the possibility of using it as basis for establishing requests
for aid and technical assistance.

51. Indeed, it is beyond any argument that if such a thorough knowledge
is not developed, the management of the African economy, in the sense
of formulating and implementang appropriate policies so that the goals
of self-relaince and self-sustainment can be achieved will remain a
pipe dream.

52. Basically, thorough knowledge and effective control of natural
resources constitute one of the fundamental requirements of economic
independence. It is also basic for enhancing the role of complementaries
especially among raw materials for production and between raw materials
and factor inputs and products. Planned linkages between sectors,
within national markets and between national and subregional markets
are also best programmed if the level of technical knowledge of avail
able and potential resources is relatively high.

53. Given thus the importance of a thorough knowledge of natural
resources, it is great cause for concern that in terms of policies and

measures directed at the systematic build up of the knowledge of the
natural resoruce base and of national capabilities for the exploration,
evaluation and exploitation of a much wider range of natural resources
and raw materials than the present preoccupation with the production
of few export products has at best been passive in the majority of
countries.
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54. Unfortunately, while the information available to the secretariat

of ECA is definitely not complete and may be out-of-dates one can still

safely say that not many African countries, have complete records o; their

natural resources, or programmes for inventorying them and realigning

training and educational policies and technical assistance in order to
develop the required capabilities.

55. Yet, as part of the Commission's efforts to assist member States

to implement the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos, ai

important regional conference on the development and utilization o:

mineral resources in Africa was held in February 1981. A foliow-u?
conference was held in Lusaka in March 1985. The report on the

implementation of the recommendations of the first conference which

was submitted to the second conference has shown clearly that not many

countries of the region have implemented or even initiated measures to

implement these recommendations. 1/ Also in the framework of efforts
to assist member States individually and collectively to deal with their
mineral resources problems adequately, the Commission has promoted the

establishment of mineral resources development centres as well as

cartographic, surveying., mapping and remote sensing user-service centres.

Unfortunately however, not many member States make use of the services

of these centres, a factor which might have contributed to the financial
problems which now face these centres.

56. Finally, with the assistance of the government of the USSR, e series

of maps on the mineral and energy resources; of Africa was produced in
1982 for distribution to member States. , In view of the key role of

natural resources in the attainment of the fundamental objectives of

the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final Act of Lagos, it is recommended

that* the following measures are implemented.by member States at the;
different levels.

At the national level

(i) Development or strengthening of programmes for the inventory
. of water, forestry, mineral, energy and livestock resources;

(ii) Preparation of basic geological, geophysical, geochmical
and metallogenic maps to guide surveys at the national level

through technical assistance, whether bilateral or multilateral;

(iii) Review and strengthening of existing or creation of new
geological and mining services so that the survey work may
be taken over in the future;

1/ See Final Report of the Regional Conference on the Developmet
and Utilization of Mineral Resources in Africa, E/ECA/CM/11/52.
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(iv) Analysis of soil types and their laboratory testing as
wall as preparation of soil maps, including land
utilization and soil suitability maps;

(v) In addition to all these, geological documentation,
.. .. reports and maps and mineral collections should be

.....preserved and proper use made of them;

(vi) Henceforth, information:on natural resources should
, .; constitute an important input into the formulation of

national development plans as basis for the application
..of t:he principles of, self-reliance and self-sustainment.

At the regional level ;

(i) Intergovernmental institutions concerned with the
development and utilization of natural-resources such
as the mineral resources development centres, livestock
development centers, etc should develop programmes for
assisting member States to inventory their natural
resources including soil types; ...

(ii) These institutions especially those that are involved
in the promotion of joint formulation" and implementation

_, .., ^ of aeve^opment projects by member States should use :
such information for the identification and promotion
of appropriate joint,venture projects.

At the subregional level .

(i) Such institutions as ECA, OAU and ADE should continue to
assist member States to gain a thorough knowledge of

their natural resources through regional meetings and
technical assistance;

'(ii) Such institutions should prepare periodic reports based
on mdepth^analyses of the extent to which member States
are using increasingly information on their natural
resources in their development, plans.

At the international level

(i) United Nations institutions such as the UNDP, the World
v Bank, etc. and bilateral, donors, should increase their

assistance to member States in their efforts to have
a thorough knowledge of their natural resource base;

(ii) Such institutions should provide technical and financial
. resources to African intergovernmental institutions

concerned with the problems of natural resource
exploitation and development. ■_ -■ t -
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V. KEEPING WEALTH-GENERATING RESOURCES INTACT AND PRODUCTIVE

57. Physical and human capital assets are what we hereby call "wealth-

generating resources". While material inputs get turned into goods and

used up in the process of production, physical and human capital assets

constitute the basis for continuous production. Yet, all over Africa,

these physical and human assets which have been acquired at enormous

financial resources are to be found either misused or underutilized.

In fact, it seems that the underlying assumption with regard to these

assets is that once created, the financial resources invested in them

are to be forgotten. Yet, not only do the financial resources have

alternative uses at the time they are committed to those assets, which

could have generated more resources, but also 3ince the resources,

particularly those for physical assets, are invariably borrowed, they
have to be repaid with interest.

58. Therefore, in order not to destroy the capital basis of the economy,

there is need to take the necessary action for keeping these assets

intact and productive.

(a) Physical capital assets

59. There are at least two reasons why physical capital asset-buildings,

such as (houses, offices, schools, hospitals, factory buildings), machinery

and equipment^ vehicles, bridges, roads, railways, etc. should be kept

intact through constant maintenance and repairs: efficient functioning

and increased life span which can lead to savings of large amount of

money and especially of scarce foreign exchange. Member States should

therefore encourage the maintenance of buildings, machinery and equipment,

vehicles, etc. both in the private and public sectors. Towards this end,
governments should design appropriate incentives or deterents that will

assist in the achievement of these objectives. Such measures can include

restrictions on the importation of vehicles, machinery and equipment for

individuals and corporations based on a defined length of time judged

to be equivalent to the active life of such assets. Rewards could be
developed to compensate those individuals3 corporations and government

departments who keep their buildings and other physical capital assets

in good condition.

(b) Human capital assets

60. The main problem here is not that of maintenance and repairs but

of rational use of existing high level skills.

61. The main issues here are that of brain-drain both externally and

within sectors in a particular country and the wastage of such resources

through premature retirements for reasons other than inefficiency.

Whether brains that drain have been developed through domestic or

international resources obtained through aid and technical assistance,
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their loss particularly to the industrial countries can constitute a

great break on the development efforts of African countries. Similarly,

inter-sectoral, inter-professional and inter-institutional brain-drains
within a country can also slow down the efficient management of the

economy. Thus, if more statisticians, medical doctors and other scientists,

to name only a few of the critical skills, continue to drift into the

private sector or other professions, particularly to the administrative
class, they can and do create gaps which are difficult to fill and so

slow down the overall progress that can be made. This is particularly

so since the services that are expected in those areas they have left

are not provided or if provided, they are less efficiently provided, .

and their presence in the new areas to which they have moved can lead
to diminishing returns.

62. Many factors account for brain-drains whether internally or externally.

But whatever they are, they are usually of the push and pull type. Thus,

scientists and other professionals of high level skills leave their

country or professions because of the 'pull' effects of favourable

conditions in their countries of emigration or in the new professions -

higher salaries and perquisites, better laboratory and other facilities

for practising their professions, better recognition of their worth

and contribution to development, freeedom of expression,, etc. Another

factor which facilitates brain-drain especially of the internal type is

the general shortage of high level skills and consequently the ease with

certain professionals can move from one profession or sector to the other.
However, as the economy develops and if resources are well managed so

that rewards reflect the changing value of factors of production, such
movements should be able to attain a stable equilibrium.

63. Another factor which is related to the question of adequate
recognition of the worth of indigenous high level skills is the tendency

for member States to prefer expatriates to their nationals even when such
nationals are equally or better qualified than the expatriates. Such
a policy leads to frustration among those nationals that are affected
who normally leave at the earliest opportunity. More is said about the
use of foreign resources below.

64. In talking about solution to the problems of brain-drain, one
general prescription is that mere of such high level skills that get

drained should be produced so that in the long-run (when probably we
are all dead), we can be self-sufficient in this critical area.
Unfortunately, while training more high level skills is no doubt

desirable, the prescription that nothing should be done about retaining
those.already trained ignores the fact that a lot of time and financial
and other resources have been invested into those brains that drain on
the assumption that when the people involved completed their education
and training, they would be producing some goods and services for the
economy. Obviously, when such brains drain to other countries, sectors

and professions, such goods and services will not be produced and the

economy's composition of goods and services will be distorted. Thus,
such a policy of a leaking bucket of water without thought to the need

to stop the leakage cannot be accepted. There is need to stop it and

that not by negative methods like refusal to allow people to migrate or
emigrate. Positive measures are required.
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65. In the circumstances it is recommended that:

(i) At the national leva!

(a) African governments should undertake an indepth analysis

of the situation in order to understand the problems

(b) : They should provide a congenial environment such as

better laboratories for their high level - skilled

manpower;

(c) Hie salary differentials and perquisites between the

public enterprises and the civil service on the one hand,

and between the civil service and the private sector on

the other (all for comparable jobs and qualifications)

should be narrowed;

(d) African governments should establish a unit probably

in the m5.nistry of establishment or any other appropriate

department wiiose responsibility will be the monitoring

of the production of High level skills, their conditions

of service in the economy and their movements.

(ii) At the 'international level

(a) Bilateral donors and multilateral donor institutions

like the World Bank and the United Nations system in

general should provide more training facilities to

African nationals and support infrastructural facilities

including laboratories with appropriate and adequate

equipments

(b) Bilateral donors and multilateral institutions should

assist merrier States to repatriate their high level

skilled nationals who want to "return home not only by

paying tor their passage but also by providing them with

installation and resettlement grants;

(c) The United Nations system especially the UNDP should

intensity ixs efforts to implemsnc the XOKTEN programme

in favour of African countries.

66. The problems of wastage of human resources especially high level

skills through premature retirements for reasons other than inefficiency
are complex and require careful handling. One positive element in that
careful handling is the need to bear always in mind the overall ,:■,;-■;

interest of the nation particularly both in the short and the long-run.

In this connection, it is iiksly that a policy of encouraging the

underrepresented sections o2 the population to enter the service at
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the leval appropriate to their skill and experience is likely to be more
effective in integrating them into the economy than.the policy which some
times ignores qualifications and experience. Similarly it seems that
a policy of keeping experienced civil servants on the job coupled with
the established principle that ministers formulate policies and civil
eerv^utE ,isaist them whatever their political differences is likely to
In rcor^ in the national interest than the policy of indiscriminate .
dicai^al. ' ". ..-

VI. FOREIGN RESOURCES AND AFRICAN DEVELOPMENT AND ECONOMIC GROWTH

67, '.Jith^respect to the role of foreign resources in African development
u.i& economic growth, the Heads of State and Government were quite clear

ir. their minds: such resources should only supplement African effort;
they should not be the mainstay of African development. In other words,
the Heads ot State and Government were of the opinion that foreign

resources should not be used as an excuse for relaxing efforts to

inareace domestic savings, foreign resources should not be used for
consumption except of course they are for humanitarian purposes and in

general thay should not be diverted from the development and economic
growth purposes for which they are provided. Given these assumptions,

W2 r.r.c ctill left with the fact that if they are to be real supplements,

i.e. contribute to our progress^ then questions of the terms of their
acquisition and of how they'are used are of paramount importance.

68. Ir. general, foreign resources comprise goods and services procured
through trade., loans, direct investments aid which may be in the form of
goods and services or financial allocation in the form of grants, and

technical assistance. In the section on effective mobilization and
utilisation of financial resources, the issue of exports and imports
and the use of resources from exports has been discussed. Similarly,
in the papsr on external debt and its management, 1/ the question of
loans both concessional and commercial has been dealt with. Therefore,
our focu*. in this section will be on direct investment, aid and
technical assistance.

(t) Direct investment

69. Direct investment in Africa is in the majority of cases associated
with tho transnational corporations. As is common in the literature,
the nsjor contributions of transnational corporations to international
dsv^lopnsnt derive from their know-how, capital, management skills and
capacity .to find markets for the products of the developing countries.

1/ E/ECA/CM/11/5, Op. Cit.
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While there is no doubt that this claim is true to a certain degree,
it is also truie that their operations have been detrimental to the
progress of developing countries, particularly African countries which
are generally not equipped enough to monitor and control the powers of
the transnationals.

70. Among the problems created by transnational corporations in
Africa are: . ...

(i) overinvoicing of imports;

(ii) underinvoicing of exports;

(iii) local borrowing with a view to exporting capital and
other transfers;

(iv) the preference of expatriates to local people with even
better qualifications; and

(v) the importation of defective equipment and the preference
of imported inputs to local raw materials.

71. These are real problems and unless they are tackled realistically,
economic progress will continue to be slowed down.

72. In the circumstances, it is imperative that action is taken at
various levels.

(i) At the national level

(a) African countries should establish mechanisms for
monitoring the activities of the transnationals

including the development of capability to analyse
their activities in the light of national interest;

(b) They should have clear policies on the transnationals;

(c) At any time, the expected concrete contributions of
the transnationals should be defined for every sector
by governments.

(ii) At the subregional level

(a) The present intergovernmental organizations such as
ECOWAS, CEAO, PTA, etc. should assist member States

to standardize and harmonize their investment laws;

(b) They should, in collaboration with the appropriate
agencies of the UN system, organize training workshops
on the techniques for dealing with transnational
corporations-:

(c) They should provide more fellowships for training
in the techniques for dealing with the transnationals.
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(iii) At the regional level

(a) Institutions such as ECA and ADB should also provide

support to member States by organizing training

workshops;

(b) They should prepare analytical reports on the

activities of the transnational;

(c) They should establish a mechanism for collecting,

analysing and disseminating information on the

activities of the transnationals.

(iv) At the international level

Institutions such as the UN Centre on Transnational

Corporations should intensify their technical assistance

to member States particularly through national workshops

and the dissemination of information on the activities

of the transnational.

(b) Aid and technical assistance

73. There has been and continues to be a lot of controversy about the

impact of aid on the development efforts of the developing countries

and it does not seem that there is going to be an end to it at least in

the near future. Fortunately, our purpose here is not to enter into the

controversy. Our purpose is to make some proposals on how to make aid

work.

74. One irony about aid is that no country can benefit much from it

unless such a country can identify its problems, analyse them and then

indicate where it needs aid and what type of aid it needs. There is

thus always a dilemma. However, while such a dilemma could easily be

understood in the sixties, there is no reason for such a situation now

since African countries have had experience of aid for about two decades.

The problem of course is that not many member States have mechanisms

for identifying where aid is needed, what aid is needed and where aid

can be obtained and for evaluating the terms of aid. The result is that

aid has in general been offered on the donors' terras. Yet, aid is not

costless to the recipient since in most cases there are always

requirements for counterpart contributions particularly for local costs.

75. Foreign aid is a gift horse that one must look in the face since

it is always possible that even when it is described as free, there may

be in the background some required commitments that may make such aid

less effective. Thus, the aid may be tied to the purchase of goods and

services from the donors1 countries at higher prices compared with other

sources. Moreover, such goods and services may not be of the best quality.
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76. As far as technical assistance is concerned, the biggest irony is

that there are more technical assist: nee experts in Africa today than

in the sixties. One reason for this situation ■aay of r^urse be the

increased level of economic activity. Howeverj even when the technical

assistance experts who have come because of the present crisis are not

counted there is evidence that such increase is a reflection of the

misuse of our trained personnel, the result of which is brain-drain that

we have already discussed. And it is worrying that some of the experts

may not even be the type that we need. Since we do not. have the

necessary mechanism for effective screenings we accept them. But as in

the case of aids there is no free lunch. Indeed, wnen one considers

what governments provide for auch experts in the form of subsidised

housing, free officess free vehicles and duty-free services, the costs

of using the services of technical assistance experts can be enormous.

Yet, there have been and are cases where technical assistance experts

have remained in their countries of assignment for years without any

visible contribution to the development of these countries.

77. Another problem with technical assistance experts is the tendency

for member States to prefer them to nationals. The possibility of

brain-drain as a result of such treatment has been mentioned.

78. From the foregoing* it is clear that measures have to be taken to

ensure that member States benefit fully from aid and technical

assistance. Therefore it is recommended that:

(i) At the national level

1. Each member State should establish an Aid and Technical

Assistance Unit which will be charged with responsibility
for:

(a) monitoring the amount of aid that flows in, the

projects for which they are given and the terms

under which they are givens

(b) compiling the list of "echnical assistance experts,

their qualifications avd experience, the source,

their duration of assignment and the projects to

which they £ia assigned'

(c) compiling the list of qualified nationals who can

do the job for which technical assistance experts

are being sought.

2. Member States should ensure that counteparts are provided

for technical assistance experts and specific instructions

given to the experts to see that at the end of their

assignment the national can take over from them.
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3. Mechanisms should be established for estimating counter
part contributions including such facilities as office

accommodations subsidized housing, fuel for and

maintenance of vehicles, free vehicle, etc.

4. Member States should look for alternative sources of
aid before accepting any aid. ;

(ii) At the subregional level -

. 1. , In the .framework, of subregional intergovernmental
organizations, efforts should be made to identify areas !

. for technical co-operation among member States and to
... . minimize the costs of such co-operation.

2. Periodic reports should be prepared on the situation
of aid and technical assistance for discussion among
member States» . ,

3. Member States should exchange information on the
situation of aid and technical assistance.

(iip At the regional level

ECA should provide assistance to member States in the area of
evaluation of the terms and conditions of aid and technical
assistance. ,

(iv) At the international level

U Bilateral and multilateral donors should ensure that
the technical assistance experts they provide are those
that can both deliver the goods and transmit their skills
so that their counterparts can take over from them at
the end of their assignment;

2. Bilateral donors should reduce the percentage of tied
aid significantly;

3. Assistance should be given in the training of nationals
to evaluate aid and technical assistance;

4. Nationals should be encouraged to implement projects on
behalf of donors. . ,
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VII. CONCLUSION

79. In its editorial comments of 11 March 1985 on African countries'
encounter with the International Monetary Fund, West Africa Magazine said

inter alia, "If any good thing has emerged from the economic difficulties
that have afflicted African countries over the last four years, it must
surely be the greater interest now being shown by the countries in seeking
internal solutions. Faced with declining foreign exchange earnings, large
external debts, a cutback in banks' lending, a reduction in external aid

flows and economic deterioration, governments seem to have become more
aware of the dangers inherent in their seemingly cosy dependence on
external economic factors and their complacent acceptance of economic

arrangements that make their economies mere apendages of Western industrial
economies. In several of the countries, efforts are now being made to
develop a capacity for self-reliance. This has involved more critical
self-assessment (with governments accepting that mistakes were made in
the past), difficult decisions and reforms, and an effort to develop
previously ignored local potential." 1/

80. This is indeed good news. However, we must realize that they are
panic measures taken to respond to a crisis situation as opposed to the
recommendations in the Lagos Plan of Action which require that member
States should take the initiative to forestall the type of situation in
which we now find ourselves.

81. To recall once again, national and collective self-reliance and
internally-generated and self-sustaining . development and economic growth
are the basic philosophy underlying the Lagos Plan of Action and the Final

Act of Lagos. Thus, if after almost five years after the adoption of the
Plan and the Act, IMF policies have helped us to go back to this

philosophy, we should welcome such a change and take all the necessary
measures to sustain the new orientation. And one of those measures and

indeed the heart of those measures is 'management of the economy1.

83. In this connection, the necessity of creating a fruitful and sustainable
environment for durable collaboration and co-operation between the
government and the other decision-making units in the economy has been

stressed. The major reason for this involvement of all the decision-making

units in the development process is that although modern governments have
perforce become the leader in the economic and social fields in addition

to the traditional role of governments in the preservation of law and

order, they do not dispose of all that are required for generating and

sustaining meaningful development and economic growth. Therefore, they
should take the advantage of the presence of other decision-making units
in the economy.

1/ West Africa, U March 1985 n. 451.
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84. In this regard, African governments should first of all make

clear and sustainable statements about the positive role of private

enterprises, public enterprises3 government departments and other

governmenf*supported institutions such as research institutes and the

universities. They ahould then create mechanisms for exchanging views

with the other decision-making units on policies, development plans,

division of labour as to who should do what as well as arrangements for

monitoring and evaluating the implementation of plans. Other elements

of the required congenial environment are:

(i) continuous information on the status and functioning of the

economy based on research and anlytic work which should be

the joint responsibility of all the decision-making units in

the economy; :

(ii) reorientation of government departments towards development

and economic growth through the use of the techniques of

planning, programming and budgeting;

(iii) a reorientation of development planning to take account not

only of the activities of the other decision-making units in

the economy but also of the need for planners to go beyond

the mere allocation of national resources to the question

of how and where the natural9 human and financial resources

required for the implementation of the plan can be found.

Such a reorientation demands extensive statistical data

and other information which are better obtained from micro

economic and social studies.

85. A deepened knowledge of the natural resource base is also needed

as an important aspect of the management of the African economies. This

is because such a knowledge is basic to efforts to restructure the

composition of goods particularly in favour of the majority of the

population and to improve the balance of payments situation. Other

objectives which such a knowledge can serve are:

(i) the planning of high level skills development; and

(ii) the transfer and development of technology.

86^ Since financial problems are at the heart of the present crisis,

effective mobilization and utilization of financial resources also

constitute important elements of the management of African economies.

In this connection, there is need to pay attention to export promotion

and import reduction, improvement of tax assessment and collection,

and mobilization of domestic savings. On the expenditure side,

measures need to be taken to see that those who use services such as

education, health, etc. pay for them. Similarlys African governments

should ensure that public enterprises operate as enterprises that is

institutions whose purpose is to organize the use of wealth-producing

resources to produce goods and services at affordable prices to consumers

and generate enough resources with which to assure the future of the

enterprise.
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37. Wealth prcducing rescutr.es.; namely., human and physical capital

assets constitute the base of the self-renewing capacity of any society.

Hence, they heed to be kept: intact and productive through various measures

- their rational usss the provision of congenial environment so that

brain-drain nay be contained, provision of comparable and remunerative

salaries and perquisites ir all layers of the enor.ouv - government

departmentsy public enterprises, other public institutions, and the

private1 sector. Keeping human capital assets intact and productive

also requires that premature retirements i'r&Ri tne civil service for

reasons other than inefficiency should be eliminated.

88, In the Lagos Plan" of Action- i:he Hoads of State and Government

indicate that external resources should only supplement African development

efforts and not be their main stay. Howevers to make sueft resources

real supplements, African governments need to tak^ measures to ensure

that the direct investment, which.they allow;into their countries' and

the a:'.d and technical assistance they receive are1- used in productive

activities particularly since direct investment ■'"and loans have got

to be paid back and in foreign exchange.

39. Specifically, it has been recormnended that African governments

should establish mechanisms for monitoring the inflow and use of foreign

resources including the services of technical assistance experts from

all sources. Indeed9 aid and technical assistance are not without costs.

Therefore, they need eternal vigilance or. the part of governments so that

the benefits derivable from them can !»e maximized.and the costs minimized.

90. As indicated at the bey-inning of this papers management of economies

is a cemplex subject whose elements cannot be covered in a small paper

like this one. Yet if. is the organ o; any economy. Therefore, it . ; ■

requires constant and concentrated attention. In this connexion, it may

be useful to and this paper by referring to those factors which have been

identified ss being responsible, for economic and social progress of the

developing market economies of East.Asia which have survived the turbulent

international environment, over the past decade tectc" than nost other

developing countries particularly African countries south of Sahara.

Thus, in summarising his assessment of the adjustment of these countries

to external shocks in *:h& I'j/Qs ar.d the early 1300ss 1/avey Hasan

identified political continuity and generally strong government commitment

to developments strong emphasis on education, export orientation,, concern

with agriculture, and mobilization of large volumes of dooestic...and, .foreign-

savings as the five factors in the rapid growth of' these countries. . :

According to him, these have been associated with a pragmatic economic ;

management that has relied, considerably on market forcess used selective
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and relatively effective State intervention and has been flexible and,

on the whole, responsive to changing international conditions. Finally,

knowledgeable and sustained technocratic leadership has been available

to design and implement desirad economic policies 1/. While these

measures which are part and parcel of economic management have been

applied by East Asian countries, it is our strong belief that African
countries can also apply them with beneficial results.

V See Pavez Hasan, Adjustment in external shocks - Why East Asian
countries have fared better than other LDCs, in Finance and Development,
a quarterly publication of the International Monetary Fund and the World
Bank, December 1984 Volume 21/No. 4, Page 14.




